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Abstract 

 

Kelp forests are one of the most productive ecosystems in the world, supporting 

a diverse assemblage of species. Throughout their history of study, kelp forests have 

undergone shifts between kelp forests and urchin barrens. Urchin barrens – rocky reefs 

which have no remaining kelp habitat due sea urchin grazing – have important 

consequences for species that rely on this habitat for survival. In Howe Sound, British 

Columbia Neoagarum fimbriatum is the dominant habitat-forming kelp and is the 

essential settlement habitat for commercially important juvenile spot prawns, Pandalus 

platyceros. Since 2013, the abundance of Neoagarum has declined following an 

increase in green urchins, Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis, due to loss of top-

predator sea stars. This shift in the rocky reef community has led to concerns of 

continued decline in Neoagarum. This study looks at two aspects of Neoagarum 

persistence in the face of intense grazer pressure. First, seasonal growth patterns with 

respect to light and temperature variation are examined. Second, the impact of high 

densities of green urchins on Neoagarum loss are quantified.   

Seasonal growth patterns showed that Neoagarum grows throughout the year 

with maximal growth rates during summer, reaching up to 7% d-1. Light was determined 

to be the main driver of these patterns. This was apparent particularly during spring 

plankton blooms when periods of minimal light at the depth of the kelp beds correlated 

with the lowest growth rates, while highest growth correlated with the longest days and 

highest light intensity. These growth rates suggest that in the absence of grazer 
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pressure, Neoagarum has the capacity to develop dense kelp beds in a matter of 

months.  

Urchin grazing experiments showed that the relationship between urchin density 

and the rate of kelp biomass loss scaled linearly, but only at density below 36 urchins m-

2. Density-dependent restriction of green urchins was apparent at densities greater than 

36 urchins m-2. Despite lower per capita grazing rates at high densities it appears that 

so long as densities of green urchins densities remain high, their ability to consume 

greater than just 7% kelp biomass per day will lead to further declines in Neoagarum 

kelp beds.  
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Lay Summary 

Kelp forests are one of the most productive marine ecosystems. In Howe Sound, 

British Columbia kelp beds, specifically Neoagarum fimbriatum, has been declining due 

to a recent shift in kelp bed community structure resulting from the loss of the top 

predator sunflower star. In order to understand the impacts of this dramatic community 

shift on Neoagarum kelp bed persistence I first investigated the seasonal patterns of 

growth in this species in the absence of grazers and then quantified the direct impact of 

grazers the kelp. I showed that Neoagarum growth occurs throughout the year, driven 

mainly by patterns of light availability. Furthermore, I showed that at high urchin 

densities, the rate of kelp loss does not scale linearly with urchin density. Together my 

data suggest that Neoagarum habitat is likely to continue declining unless top predators 

rebound, or urchin populations are reduced by other means.    
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Kelp forest ecosystems 

Kelp forests are one of the most productive habitats in the world, rivaling tropical 

rainforests (Mann, 1973). In addition to a high biomass production, kelps create 

complex, three-dimensional habitat in the nearshore environment that supports a vast 

diversity of marine animals. Diversity of a rocky reef community has frequently been 

linked to the presence or absence of kelp habitat, with declines in kelp tied closely with 

decline of biodiversity (Miller et al. 2018; Graham, 2004). The well-understood link 

between biodiversity and the presence of kelp habitat makes understanding how kelps 

persist in the dynamic nearshore marine environment of fundamental concern.  

 Rocky reefs that support these kelp forests frequently undergo shifts between 

kelp bed and urchin barren states (Steneck et al., 2002). Such kelp patch dynamics are 

driven by a variety of biotic and abiotic factors such as overharvesting kelp or top 

predators, as well as shifts in currents causing significant local warming (Dayton et al., 

1984). Often though, these shifts are driven by a change in the trophic balance of reef 

species and, in particular, the loss of apex predators (Estes and Duggins, 1995; 

Steneck et al., 2002). One of the most well-studied examples of trophic cascades is the 

loss of sea otters that results in a shift from kelp bed to urchin barren due to 

uncontrolled urchin populations. Areas that have seen sea otters return have shifted 

from urchin barrens to kelp beds, significantly increasing the diversity of kelp and other 

invertebrates (Estes and Duggins, 1995; Watson and Estes, 2011).  
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1.2 Study system  

 In Howe Sound, British Columbia Neoagarum fimbriatum is the dominant subtidal 

reef-forming kelp that forms the basis for kelp bed habitat on rocky reefs In contrast to 

kelp forests, these so-called kelp beds lack the large canopy kelps and are instead 

composed only of understory kelps. Much like kelp forests though, Neoagarum kelp 

beds provide habitat for a variety of fish and crustaceans and most notably comprise 

essential settlement habitat for juvenile pacific spot prawns, Pandalus platyceros 

(Marliave and Roth, 1995). Because the Pacific Spot prawn fishery relies indirectly but 

substantially on Neoagarum, it is important to understand how resilient Neoagarum is to 

change (Scheffer et al. 2001). The recent loss of top-predator sunflower stars, 

Pycnopodia helianthoides, from Howe Sound led to a trophic cascade that resulted in 

declines in Neoagarum (Schultz et al., 2016). Under increased grazing pressure from 

green urchins, Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis, there is concern over a continued 

decline in Neoagarum habitat. As such, the persistence of Neoagarum under conditions 

of high grazer pressure warrants investigation.  

 In addition to the recent and dramatic shift in reef community structure, Howe 

Sound provides a unique context under which to examine kelp bed persistence given its 

proximity to major coastal development and strong freshwater influence. Coastal 

development undoubtedly affects water quality and can lead to a shrinking photic zone 

(Steneck et al., 2002).  With light being one of the critical environmental components 

affecting kelp growth and distribution, changes in light availability could impact the 

development of kelp beds, regardless of the intensity of grazer pressure. In addition, the 

effect of freshwater runoff, in combination with spring phytoplankton blooms are likely to 
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have a significant impact on year-over-year changes in kelp growth depending on the 

strength of river runoff and plankton blooms. However, there is little existing research on 

patterns of growth and development of Neoagarum, and no such work has been 

conducted in Howe Sound. In order to properly understand how the increase in grazer 

abundance will affect Neoagarum kelp beds in the future, we must first quantify growth 

of this particular species in the local environment.     

 

1.3 Objectives 

  In this thesis, I explore the growth rate and recovery potential of Neoagarum 

fimbriatum in Howe Sound, British Columbia. I examine how seasonal variation of local 

environmental characteristics drives patterns of growth in order to determine seasonality 

and development of Neoagarum kelp beds. I then look at the relationship between 

Neoagarum and green urchins, Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis, specifically focusing 

on the impact of high grazer density on rates of kelp loss.  

In Chapter 2, I investigate the seasonal and inter-annual growth patterns of 

Neoagarum in Howe Sound over the course of two consecutive years. I determine peak 

growing times and seasonal variation is absolute growth rates. I explore the relationship 

of these patterns with in situ temperature and light, known to be two of the best 

predictors of kelp growth (Bearham et al. 2013). In a marine environment influenced by 

significant freshwater input, changes in light availability are expected to highly variable 

throughout the year and likely cause significant fluctuations in growth. 

 In Chapter 3, I investigate how the relationship between the rate of Neoagarum 

biomass loss and green urchins changes as urchin density increases. I also examine 
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grazing rates of green urchins on Neoagarum over a range of urchin densities. In 

appendix A I discuss methods used to examine the effect of green urchins on both 

presence and viability of Neoagarum gametophytes.  
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Chapter 2: Seasonal and inter-annual patterns of growth of the kelp 

Neoagarum fimbriatum 

 

2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 Species ecology  

Neoagarum fimbriatum is an integral component of subtidal kelp beds throughout the 

Pacific Northwest. Along with a variety of other understory kelp species, Neoagarum 

forms a complex multi-layered habitat on rocky reefs, providing essential food and cover 

for many species of fish and invertebrates. A perennial kelp that can survive up to three 

years (Duggins et al. 2003), Neoagarum is a fixture on reefs at depths of 20 – 60ft along 

the Pacific Northwest (Lamb and Hanby 2005). In Howe Sound, British Columbia 

Neoagarum is the dominant subtidal habitat-forming kelp species. Furthermore, these 

kelp beds are the preferential settlement habitat of juvenile pacific spot prawns 

(Marliave and Roth 1995), a commercially significant species in British Columbia. Long-

term records of relative abundance demonstrate the persistence of Neoagarum in the 

Strait of Georgia, including Howe Sound, over 40+ years of biodiversity monitoring 

(Marliave et al. 2011).  

It is well known that kelp beds are highly dynamic, undergoing rapid change 

between alternate stable states of kelp bed and urchin barren (Steneck et al. 2002; 

Filbee-Dexter and Scheibling 2014). Such rapid changes can occur due to biological 

shifts in the reef community, environmental stressors or extreme events (Scheffer et al. 

2001). Beginning in 2013, a community shift occurred in Howe Sound – and along the 
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entire Pacific coast of North America – when the top-predator sea star Pycnopodia was 

lost. In Howe Sound this led to decline of Neoagarum due to increased abundance in 

green urchin Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis (Schultz et al. 2016). The threat of 

continued decline in Neoagarum as habitat has highlighted the need to understand the 

basic patterns in seasonal growth, a metric that can shed light on the inherent dynamics 

of kelp bed development and change over time. Minimal information on seasonal and 

inter-annual growth patterns exists for this species either locally in Howe Sound or 

coastwide (Vadas 1968; Durante 1994).  

In this study I address this need by examining the seasonal growth patterns of 

Neoagarum in situ in Howe Sound over the course of two years. I expect that under 

conditions of minimal grazer pressure, Neoagarum fimbriatum growth will occur 

throughout all seasons, and fluctuate seasonally based on abiotic conditions. 

Furthermore, I expect that due to minimal grazing and growth of Neoagarum in the first 

year, the will be a higher density of kelp and a shift toward larger blades in the following 

year. 

 

2.1.2 Understanding the role of light and temperature 

Rates of kelp growth depend on a variety of environmental conditions, most 

important of which are light and temperature (Bearham et al. 2013). Temperatures 

reaching above a critical threshold can greatly reduce survivorship of kelps (Simonson 

et al 2011); such a threshold has been demonstrated in Ecklonia radiata in Australia 

where populations closer to the northern limit showed declining resilience associated 

with poor recruitment (Wernberg et al. 2010). Similarly, Andersen et al. (2011) showed 
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that growth rate was reduced by 50-70% in Saccharina latissima at 20°C compared to 

growth rates measured at 10-15°C, an optimal range for this species. Vadas (1968) 

looked at growth of Neoagarum at three temperatures in culture, finding that kelp growth 

was not significantly different among temperature treatments of 5, 10 or 15°C. However, 

in situ temperatures on kelp reefs are rarely stable, making observations at specific 

increments useful for determining optimal growth temperatures but not necessary 

practical for understanding or generalizing patterns in growth under natural conditions.  

Light availability also affects the seasonal growth patterns of many species of kelp 

(Dean and Jacobsen 1984; Andersen et al. 2011; Chapman and Lindley 1980; 

Gonzalez-Fragoso et al. 1991; Kain 1989). In the subtidal environment, light availability 

can be limiting, especially in turbid waters. Kain (1989) suggested that light may be the 

single most important factor in determining rates of productivity in subtidal kelps. In a 

field study on Neoagarum, Vadas (1968) found that increased light was most strongly 

correlated to increasing growth, though only snapshots of light levels were taken a few 

times during the study. In Howe Sound there can be large, unpredictable fluctuations in 

light availability related to freshwater runoff, rain, and strong mixing events that reduce 

water clarity. In particular, spring floods from the Squamish and Fraser Rivers during 

May – July can create a low light environment caused by muddy water. Wind storms 

create turbulent water leading to greater mixing of surface layers and suspending silt in 

the water column, perhaps most noticeably for shoreline sites impacted more by 

crashing waves. In addition, a phytoplankton bloom occurs in March and April that 

results in extended periods of time when minimal light reaches the seabed even at 

depths as shallow as 10m (pers. obs). Subsequent blooms occur throughout the spring 
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and summer, creating a dynamic light environment to which subtidal kelps must adapt. 

This dynamic light environment provides an opportunity to document how seasonal light 

patterns correlate with growth and productivity of this habitat-forming kelp.   

In a broader context, as global climate change leads to warmer ocean temperatures 

and more extreme storm events, it is essential to quantify contemporary growth rates in 

important habitat-forming species such as Neoagarum. Despite long-running records on 

the relative abundance of Neoagarum in Howe Sound (Marliave et al. 2011), a lack of 

information about growth rates makes it difficult to predict how kelp beds will persist in 

warming conditions and in variable light. Considering this environmental trajectory 

alongside increased pressure from grazers resulting from top-predator loss, it is 

essential that we improve our understanding of how Neoagarum kelp beds develop 

under current conditions to provide context to future shifts in this habitat. Thus, 

determining seasonal and inter-annual patterns of growth in response to light and 

temperature is an important step in improving our understanding of long-term patterns 

of stability and persistence of kelp habitat in Howe Sound. I hypothesize that both light 

and temperature are important in driving seasonal growth patterns, but that light plays a 

more significant role given the dynamic light environment in Howe Sound.  

 

2.1.3 Objectives 

In this study, I investigate the seasonal and inter-annual growth patterns of the 

kelp Neoagarum fimbriatum in Howe Sound over a two-year period. I determine the 

timing of maximum growth for this species locally and examine these patterns in relation 

to temperature and light. I determine the light saturation level for this species and look 
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for indications of photo-inhibition at high light levels comparable to in situ conditions. I 

also examine patterns of morphology (changes in length and width) seasonally and 

between years. Ultimately, I aim to determine the relative importance of light and 

temperature in the seasonal and inter-annual growth patterns for Neoagarum fimbriatum 

in Howe Sound, British Columbia. 

 

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Site selection and description 

All growth data were collected from three subtidal rocky reefs in Howe Sound, 

British Columbia, Canada. Howe Sound is British Columbia’s southernmost fjord located 

~20km from downtown Vancouver (Fig. 2.1).  Two major rivers feed into the fjord – the 

Squamish River at the north end, and the Fraser River from the south – along with 

dozens of smaller streams from local watersheds. 

 

  

Figure 2.1. a) Map of British Columbia south coast and b) Howe Sound, showing 
selected dive sites. 1 = Popham Island reef; 2 = Cates Bay; 3 = Columbine Bay.  

Howe 
Sound 

1 

2 

a b 

3 

Vancouver 
Island 

Vancouver 
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The three sites selected for measuring growth were Popham Island reef 

(49.36417N, -123.494W), Cates Bay (49.41522N, -123.313W) and Columbine Bay 

(49.41842N, -123.319W).  Site selection was based on long-term kelp abundance 

records at each site (1985-present; see Marliave and Roth 1995), isolation from 

grazers, and for ease of accessibility year-round. Cates Bay is an offshore reef with a 

long history of multi-layered Neoagarum beds at 9m depth, and no significant 

abundance of urchin grazers had been recorded at the reef in the five years preceding 

the study. Similarly, Columbine Bay has had a healthy Neoagarum bed at 7.6m 

throughout its history of study despite periods of high grazer abundance. Popham Island 

reef borders the Strait of Georgia and had a younger, single-layered Neoagarum bed at 

the beginning of the study. Connected to the shoreline by a breakwater reef, urchins 

were an issue at this site and were periodically removed to ensure the longevity of the 

growth study. Popham Island reef is at a depth of 9m.  

 

2.2.2 Measuring growth 

I permanently tagged fifteen Neoagarum fimbriatum blades along a 4.6m (fifteen-

foot) transect at each site, selecting the blade closest to each 0.3m (one-foot) marker. 

Blades were marked by attaching different combinations of coloured zip ties to the stipe 

of each blade. No discrimination was made based on blade size. Following tagging, an 

approximately 5cm x 5cm square was cut out of each blade centered on the midrib, a 

few centimeters distal of the stipe. The distance between this hole and the interface of 

the blade and stipe was measured at each measurement interval to determine growth 

since kelps grow exclusively from the meristem tissue located at this interface (Park 
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1948). Measurements of total blade length, blade width at the widest margin, and 

distance between the hole and the stipe were taken (Fig. 2.2). New square holes were 

cut once previous cuts were more than 30cm from the stipe to avoid loss of growth 

marker due to erosion. Tagging of blades occurred in January, April, and June 2015 at 

Popham Island reef, Cates Bay, and Columbine Bay, respectively.  Due to erosion of 

blades and loss of entire individuals over the course of the first ten months, monthly 

growth measurements were terminated in October 2015. A new set of blades was 

tagged in January 2016 at all sites and approximately bi-weekly measurements were 

taken until November 2016 when the majority of blades were lost or substantially 

eroded.    

 

                             

Figure 2.2. a) A typical Neoagarum blade, stipe and holdfast, showing where length, 
width, and b) growth were measured on the blades. 
 

Growth was calculated as follows (Fig. 2.3):  

 

Growth = L2 – L1                                                              (Eq. 1)  

Blade Length 

Blade Width 

Direction of 
growth 

a 

b 

Stipe 

Base of 
blade 
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Figure 2.3. Drawing of a typical Neoagarum fimbriatum blade indicating how growth is 
measured. The dark box represents the hole punch that can be tracked to measure 
growth as it moves away from the stipe from (a) time point 1 to (b) a later time point.  

 

where L1 is the distance between the stipe and the square cutout at the previous 

measurement time point, and L2 is the distance between the stipe and the square cutout 

at the current time point.  

 

Growth measurements were then convert to relative growth rate (RGR, % d-1) as 

follows:  

 

RGR = [(L2/L1)1/t -1]*100%      (Eq. 2) 

 

where L2 is distance between the stipe and the square hole at the current time 

point, L1 is distance between the stipe and beginning of the square hole at time the 

previous measurement, and t is time in days between measurements L1 and L2. (Yong 

et al. 2013).  

 

Average relative growth rate for all measured blades was calculated for each 

time interval for each site. Normality was checked using Q-Q plots and all data were 

L1
a b 

L2
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square root transformed prior to analysis in models (see section 2.2.5 for details on 

model analysis).  

 

2.2.3 Environmental data collection 

Hobo Pendant® temperature/light 64K data loggers were deployed at each site. 

Loggers were calibrated prior to deployment by comparing temperature variance among 

loggers in cold water. Loggers were installed at Popham Island Reef in March 2015, at 

Cates Bay in April 2015, and at Columbine Bay in June 2015. Custom built PVC holders 

were made to secure loggers in an upright position to accurately measure direct light at 

the depth of the kelp beds (Fig. 2.4). Loggers were held in place by large boulders and 

placed an appropriate distance from kelp to ensure loggers were not shaded.  

 

 

Figure 2.4. In situ deployment of a Hobo Pendant® temperature/light 64K data logger 
attached to a PVC holder.  
 

Loggers were set at a one-hour logging interval for both light (lux) and 

temperature (Celsius, ± 0.53°C). Loggers were collected twice a year to download data, 

leaving small gaps in data collection (generally less than one week). A logger was lost 

at Cates Bay between June 4 and July 24, 2015 resulting in an extended data gap.  
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Environmental data were summarized by calculating the average, minimum, and 

maximum daily temperatures. An average of each of these was then taken to determine 

the average daily, average daily maximum and average daily minimum temperature for 

each interval of growth. In order to summarize light in a biologically meaningful format, 

values of lux were converted to photosynthetically active radiation (PAR, μmol electrons 

m-2 day-1). To calculate a conversion factor between lux and PAR, a LiCOR meter was 

deployed alongside a Hobo Pendant® temperature/light 64K data logger at each of the 

three study sites in April and May 2017. The two light measuring devices were deployed 

from surface to seabed, taking lux (from Hobo) and PAR (from LiCOR) measurements 

at the same time at 1m intervals along the vertical profile. LiCOR and lux data were log 

transform to normalize data, and a linear regression was conducted in R statistical 

software (F = 1.2840, df = 59, p< 0.0001, R2 = 0.9954). The equation from the 

regression analysis was then used to convert lux to PAR (log10(PAR) = 1.04log10(Lux) + 

2.79; that is, PAR = 616.56 × Lux1.04). Using PAR, the cumulative light was summed for 

each site per day. Welch’s two sample t-test was performed in R to test for inter-annual 

differences in temperature and light for each site. Identical analyses were performed to 

compare summer temperature and light differences between years for each site. Data 

are presented graphically as a generalized additive model (gam) smoothed function, 

created using R and R package ggplot2 (Wickham 2009).  
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2.2.4 Pulse Amplitude Modulated fluorometry  

I collected eight blades of Neoagarum fimbriatum from Cates Bay (49.41522N, -

123.313W) in February 2018 and transported them to UBC laboratory within 6 hours. 

Samples were left in a 12°C water table overnight (<24h). A 5cm x 5cm square section 

of healthy tissue close to the meristem was taken from each blade. A JUNIOR-PAM 

Chlorophyll Fluorometer was set up to measure quantum yield of photosystem II (PSII) 

at discrete actinic light levels. Actinic light levels were established using a projector as 

the light source (max 470 µmol electrons m-2 s-1) and seven stacked mesh squares, 

which were removed one at a time to create the eight levels of light (11,19, 31, 50, 80, 

134, 275, 470 µmol electrons m-2 s-1). Actual light levels were determined using a 

LiCOR meter before blades were sampled. Prior to measurements, each sample was 

kept in the dark for 5min and then transferred into a petri dish filled halfway with 12°C 

water. A fiber optic probe was then placed approximately 2mm above the surface of 

each blade. Samples were allowed to equilibrate for 3min before a pulse was applied 

under dark conditions to determine baseline quantum yield of photosystem II. Once 

measurements were within expected range (>0.45 and <1.0) the projector was turned 

on and the sample was allowed to adjust to the lowest light level (11 µmol electrons m-2 

s-1) for 3min before a pulse was applied and a PSII yield was measured. This cycle was 

repeated for the remaining seven actinic light levels, and subsequently for each sample.   

Following measurements of PSII quantum yield, absorptance was measured for 

each blade. Light level was measured using the same projector light source and a 

LiCOR meter placed at the bottom of a petri dish filled halfway with 12°C seawater. 
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Once the light level in the absence of a blade was known (incident irradiance, E0), a 

Neoagarum blade was placed directly on top of the LiCOR meter, submersed in water, 

to measure transmitted irradiance (Et). Absorptance (A) was calculated as follows:  

 

A = 1 – (Et/ E0)     (Eq. 3) 

 

Light curves were created by calculating Electron Transport Rate (ETR) at each 

actinic light level (E). Quantum yield of PSII [Y(II)] and previously calculated 

absorptance values were used to determine ETR as follows:  

 

ETR = 0.5 · Y(II) · E · A     (Eq. 4) 

 

TableCurve2D (SYSTAT software Inc. 2002) was used to determine maximum 

electron transport rate (ETRmax), alpha (a) and the saturating irradiance for each 

specimen (Ek). One outlier sample was removed from the analysis due to high ETRmax 

value. An average Ek, average ETRmax and average a was calculated from this and 

used to fit a curve to the data as follows:  

 

ETRmax · tanh(a· E/ETRmax)     (Eq. 5) 

 

2.2.5 Model analysis of relative growth, temperature and light 

I used R (R Core Team, 2017) and lme4 (Bates, Maechler, Bolker & Walker, 

2015) to perform a linear mixed effects analysis to determine the effect of light and 
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temperature on relative growth rate. To summarize environmental data for inclusion in 

models the average daily, average maximum and average minimum temperatures were 

calculated as a single number for each time interval. For light, cumulative light per day 

was calculated for all days included in an interval and then averaged to determine 

average cumulative light for the time period. Fixed effects included all combinations of 

either average daily temperature, maximum daily temperature, or minimum daily 

temperature (a single temperature term per model) and cumulative daily PAR, including 

all possible interactions.  Random effects were blade, site, and time (referring to each 

time point in the repeated measures design). Final models included blade nested within 

site with years separate. Visual inspection of residual plots did not reveal any deviations 

from normality and an unstructured variance was utilized. 

Subsequently, I performed Akaike Information Criterion (AICc) analysis for small 

sample sizes on all models for each year to determine the best explanatory model. 

Following selection of the best model(s) I used the MuMIn package (Barton, 2018) in R 

to determine Akaike weights.  

 

2.3 Results  

2.3.1 Seasonal and inter-annual patterns of relative growth 

Growth occurred throughout all seasons and at all sites (Fig. 2.5). Relative 

growth rate (RGR) peaked in July/August 2015 and June 2016, with highest growth rate 

achieved at Columbine Bay in both years (6.88 ± 1.10% d-1 in 2015 and 3.46 ± 0.26% d-

1 in 2016). Maximum growth at Cates Bay occurred for the period of July 8 – 13, 2015 

(4.63 ± 0.83% d-1) and between June 2 – 17, 2016 (3.30± 0.44% d-1). At Popham Island 
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reef, maximum growth occurred between July 13 – August 7, 2015 (3.42 ± 0.94% d-1) 

and between May 27 – June 16, 2016 (2.65 ± 0.17% d-1). A comparison of starting, 

peak and ending growth rate shows that among-site variability was greater in 2015 (Fig. 

2.6). However, initiation of blade growth monitoring in 2015 was variable among sites, 

and Columbine Bay initial measurements took place during a typically high growth 

period in June. Consistent between years was the fact that peak growth was 

considerably higher at the two locations on the North end of Bowen Island, Cates and 

Columbine Bays, as compared to Popham Island reef (Fig. 2.6). By fall each year, kelps 

at all three sites experienced a substantial decline in growth (Fig. 2.6).  

Summer (June – August) growth rates ranged from 2.5 - 6.9% d-1, translating to a 

doubling time of less than one month for a 1m long blade. Growth declined in April 2015 

and April 2016, particularly at Popham Island reef. Relative growth at Popham Island 

reef was 1.07 ± 0.21% d-1 during April 2015 and 0.32 ± 0.25% d-1 during April 2016. 

These growth rates were less than 50% of the growth rate at the nearest measurement 

intervals in 2016, and 20% less than the nearest measurement intervals in 2015. 
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Figure 2.5. Relative growth rate (mean ± sem) of Neoagarum at Popham Island reef, 
Cates Bay, and Columbine Bay January 2015 – November 2016. Red line and open 
circles represent 2015, black line and closed circles represent 2016. Julian days begin 
day 0 on January 1.   
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Figure 2.6. Relative growth rate (RGR, mean ± sem) in (a) 2015 and (b) 2016 at Cates 
Bay, Columbine Bay and Popham Island reef. Start = RGR during first time interval. End 
= RGR during final measurement interval. Peak = maximum RGR interval. 
 

2.3.2 Length and width growth patterns 

Blade length and length:width ratio was variable in 2015 and 2016 (Fig. 2.7&2.8). 

Across all sites, starting blade size was 30 – 197cm in 2015, and 54 – 162cm in 2016. 

Initial blade length at the start of 2016 was larger at two sites, Cates Bay and Popham 

Island reef, compared to the previous year (Table 2.1). This difference was particularly 

noticeable at Popham Island reef where the single-layered kelp bed that existed at the 

beginning of 2015 appeared more similar in density to the other two kelp beds in 2016 

and had significantly longer blades in 2016 (t=-2.397, df=20.698, p<0.05).  

Erosion of blades at the distal end contributed to variation in blade length 

throughout the year. Blade loss due to urchins was problematic between October 19 – 

November 10, 2016 when all but one blade at Popham Island reef was grazed down to 

less than 10cm total length, contributing to the significant difference seen between initial 

and summer blade length compared to final length (Fig. 2.7).     
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Figure 2.7. Blade length (mean ± SEM) of Neoagarum at Popham Island reef, Cates 
Bay, and Columbine Bay from January 2015 – November 2016. Red line and open 
circles represents 2015, black line and closed circles represents 2016. Julian days 
begin day 0 on January 1. 
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Table 2.1. Summary of initial blade length and length:width ratio for each site in 2015 
and 2016. Values are mean ± sem.  
 2015 2016 

Initial Length (cm) Initial Length:Width Initial Length (cm) Initial Length:Width 

Popham Island reef 73.36 ± 4.57 3.65 ± 0.158 98.6 ± 7.59 3.55 ± 0.232 

Cates Bay 84.38 ± 13.51 3.00 ± 0.375 107.96 ± 7.59 3.27 ± 0.226 

Columbine Bay 90.73 ± 16.02 2.65 ± 0.211 92.5 ± 8.36 3.87 ± 0.200 

 

 

No consistent pattern in length:width ratio was seen across seasons or years at 

either Cates Bay or Columbine Bay (Fig. 2.8). Popham Island reef showed a tendency 

to increase width at a faster rate than increases in length over the course of the year. At 

each site, starting blade length was approximately three times blade width in both years 

(Table 2.1).   
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Figure 2.8. Blade length to width ratio (mean ± sem) of Neoagarum at Popham Island 
reef, Cates Bay, and Columbine Bay from January 2015 – November 2016. Red line 
and open circles represents 2015, black line and closed circles represents 2016. Julian 
days begin day 0 on January 1. 
 

2.3.3 Pulse Amplitude Modulated (PAM) fluorometry 

Photo-saturation of Neoagarum blades occurred at 18.1 ± 1.03 µmol electrons m-

2 s-1. Saturation curves show no indication of photo-inhibition, i.e., a decline in electron 

transport rate at high light, within the range of light levels experienced in situ (Fig. 2.9). 
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The average maximum electron transport rate was 3.92 ± 0.26 µmoles electrons m-2 s-1, 

and the average a for all seven samples was 0.22 ± 0.022.  

 

Figure 2.9. Electron transport rate (mean ± sem) as a function of photosynthetically 
active radiation for Neoagarum fimbriatum.  
 

2.3.4 Seasonal light and temperature patterns 

Temperature varied across seasons (Fig. 2.10) and between years with greatest 

fluctuation in temperature occurring at Columbine Bay (Fig. 2.11). 2015 was significantly 

warmer than 2016 at all sites (p<0.001 Popham and Columbine; p<0.05 Cates Bay). 
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recorded in August of both years, reaching up to 16°C, however, these high 

temperatures were not sustained for more than a few days.  

 

 

Figure 2.10. 15-day running average of seabed temperature at Popham Island reef 
(purple), Cates Bay (dark red), and Columbine Bay (light blue) between April 2015 – 
December 2016. (a) 15-day running average daily temperature and (b) 15-day running 
average of maximum daily temperature (solid lines) and minimum daily temperature 
(dash lines).  
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Warmest daily average temperature during summer (July-August) was reached 

at Columbine Bay, also the shallowest site (13.83°C,Table 2.2). Summer temperature 

for all sites was also significantly warmer in 2015 (Table 2.2). Due to a lost logger for 

most of June and July 2015 at Cates Bay, comparisons of summer temperature were 

constrained to within sites, as not all data used to calculate summer temperature was 

available for all sites.  

 

Table 2.2. Comparison of annual and summer temperatures between 2015 and 2016 for 
Popham Island reef, Cates Bay, and Columbine Bay.  

 

Annual 
Temperature 

2015 

Annual 
Temperature 

2016 P-value 

Summer 
Temperature 

2015 

Summer 
Temperature 

2016 P-value 
Popham Island 

reef 

11.69 ± 0.029 11.36 ± 0.024 <0.001 13.11 ± 0.042 12.51 ± 0.037 <0.001 

Cates Bay 11.14 ± 0.030 11.05 ± 0.025 0.012 12.71 ± 0.044 12.34 ± 0.039 <0.001 

Columbine Bay 13.44 ± 0.032 12.08 ± 0.028 <0.001 13.83 ± 0.043 12.59 ± 0.036 <0.001 

*annual temperatures are based on overlapping time periods for each site, thus cannot be directly compared among 
sites 
 
 

There was significantly higher light during summer in 2015 compared to 2016 at 

both Popham and Columbine (p<0.001, p<0.05, respectively, Fig. 2.12). Summer light 

was not different between the two years at Cates Bay (p>0.05).  Annual light levels for 

each site were also not significantly different between years, with the exception of 

Columbine Bay where light was significantly higher in 2015 (p<0.001). However, due to 

the later addition of the Columbine Bay site annual comparison of light is limited to late 

June – early October. There were days where zero light was recorded on the seabed 

(Fig. 2.13), specifically for extended multi-day periods during spring blooms in 
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March/April. In 2015 at Popham Island reef there was a period of eleven days in April 

when light reaching the kelp bed was below the light saturation level for Neoagarum, 

with only one day in that time period reaching saturating levels (Fig. 2.13).  

 

Figure 2.11. Seasonal patterns of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) on the 
seabed at Popham Island reef (blue), Cates Bay (black), and Columbine Bay (red) from 
April 2015 – December 2016.  
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Figure 2.12. Daily cumulative photosynthetically active radiation, based on the number 
of hours of light availability, between March 27 – April 30, 2015 at Popham Island reef. 
Dash line indicates saturating light level for Neoagarum fimbriatum.  
 
 

Model assessment based on Akaike Information Criterion for small sample sizes 

(AICc) scores and Akaike weight rankings (table 2.3) showed that in 2015 light 

availability (PAR) or PAR combined with temperature - minimum, maximum or average 

– best explained growth patterns. No single model of these four could be considered the 

best, though PAR as the only explanatory variable ranked highest. In 2016 model 

selection definitively showed that light availability (PAR) was the best explanatory 

variable for growth that year.  
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Table 2.3. Models and model outputs for all combinations of light and temperature 
variables, including AICc scores and Akaike weights for 2015 and 2016.  

2015 2016 

Model AICc 

Akaike 

Weight Model AICc 

Akaike 

Weight 

PAR 883.5 0.444 PAR 1188.3 0.845 

max temp + PAR 884.5 0.273 min temp + PAR 1193.6 0.062 

avg temp + PAR 885.5 0.162 avg temp + PAR 1193.9 0.052 

min temp + PAR 886.1 0.121 max temp + PAR 1194.3 0.042 

max temp*PAR 906 0 min temp*PAR 1212.7 0 

avg temp*PAR 906.9 0 avg temp*PAR 1214.1 0 

min temp*PAR 906.9 0 max temp*PAR 1215.6 0 

max temp 949.4 0 min temp 1265.5 0 

avg temp 964.5 0 max temp 1265.5 0 

min temp 968.1 0 avg temp 1291.8 0 

^all models included random variables site, date, blade (nested within site) 
*indicates interaction 
 

 

2.4 Discussion 

2.4.1 Seasonal growth patterns and the effect of light and temperature 

Growth rates of approximately 2-3% d-1 for Neoagarum fimbriatum are similar to 

what has been found in other perennial kelps around the world (Brown et al. 1997, Dean 

and Jacobsen 1984, Gonzalez-Fragoso et al. 1991; Vadas 1968). Brown et al. (1997) 

found that only summer growth of the perennial Macrocystis pyrifera was statistically 

lower than growth the rest of the year, which showed relatively constant growth rate and 

a tendency toward increased growth in spring. Similarly, growth rates peaked in 
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April/May for Saccharina latissima and stalled in summer (Andersen et al. 2011). 

Though low growth during summer is contradictory to what was found in the present, 

low nitrate concentrations was the likely factor reducing summer growth of Macrocystis 

in New Zealand (Brown et al. 1997). In contrast, peak growth of Macrocystis occurred in 

summer in British Columbia (Lobban 1987), just like Neoagarum. Such differences in 

growth patterns within a species underscores the important local habitat characteristics 

that affect growth rates and timing of peak growth. Growth is markedly higher in annual 

kelps than in perennials, but primarily occurs during spring and summer (Miller and 

Maxwell 1996). In addition to limited times of growth, the annual kelp Nereocystis 

luetkeana has much higher growth rates, 14cm d-1 (Kain 2004). Such significantly higher 

growth rates allow annual kelps to quickly reach high densities and form extensive beds 

within a single growing season, much quicker than Neoagarum. 

At the high end of the range of growth seen in Neoagarum (up to 7% d-1), 

doubling times are two weeks for a 100cm blade growing at the maximum rate 

documented here. At that rate it would seem these kelp beds are quite productive under 

optimal growing conditions. However, Neoagarum blades are subject to high rates of 

erosion due to extensive disintegration at the blade tip, meaning that doubling in length 

likely takes far longer than one month. For comparison, Nereocystis luetkeana can grow 

up to 35% d-1 (Kain 1987).  

Through linear mixed effects model analysis using solar irradiance and 

temperature, we were able to identify solar irradiance as the most significant 

environmental variable driving patterns of growth over the course of two years in this 

study. There is extensive literature looking at the effects of multiple environmental 
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variables on patterns of growth in macroalgae (Dean and Jacobsen 1984; Andersen et 

al. 2011; Chapman and Lindley 1980; Gonzalez-Fragoso et al. 1991; Kain 1989), and in 

all studies irradiance played a role in driving growth. In California populations of 

Macrocystis pyrifera, Gonzalez-Fragoso et al. (1991) found variable growth rates across 

seasons were entirely related to irradiance levels, while Dean and Jacobsen (1984) 

found that nitrogen was also a significant contributor. In addition to the magnitude of 

irradiance, day length – the number hours of irradiance – is important. Kain (1989) 

introduced a term for species that are highly responsive to light, termed ‘seasonal 

responder’ kelps. These species grow when conditions are suitable, compared to 

‘seasonal anticipators’ that grow in an annual cycle, irrespective of environmental 

conditions. Responder kelps are expected to have maximal growth around summer 

solstice when irradiance is highest. This agrees well with what was documented in 

Neoagarum when growth at all three sites peaked in June, July or August in 2015 and 

2016 during which day length and magnitude of solar irradiance was greatest in Howe 

Sound.   

An erroneous assumption sometimes made when generalizing patterns of growth 

is that irradiance should follow a predictable pattern: lowest in winter and highest in 

summer. In the Pacific Northwest, spring plankton blooms are well known to affect light 

availability and secondary blooms often occur throughout the summer months. The 

density of these blooms and exact timing can vary from year to year (Allen and Wolfe, 

2013). For example, in August 2016 there was a widespread coccolithophore bloom in 

the Strait of Georgia that likely impacted light availability on the seabed. In addition, the 

high influx of freshwater and rainfall in Howe Sound throughout the year leads to 
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unpredictable fluxes in water clarity that are in all likelihood reflected in variable light 

availability at depths where Neoagarum is found. High variability in growth rate seen for 

Neoagarum in this study combined with the significant role light played in patterns of 

growth suggests that Neoagarum is highly sensitive to changes in irradiance, including 

those caused by spring blooms. 

To fully understand the impact of the local light environment on Neoagarum we 

need to consider what irradiance induces photo-saturation. The photo-saturation level 

determined here for Neoagarum was similar to saturation levels of 20 – 30 µmoles m-2 

s-1 reported for three species of Laminaria and one species of Alaria (Han and Kain 

1996). Interestingly, the same study found that photo-saturation for growth occurred at 

2-3 times that level of irradiance. First, saturation is unlikely to be limiting Neoagarum 

growth during summer, but during winter and during spring plankton blooms irradiance 

was frequently recorded below photo-saturation levels for growth. This is likely why light 

is an important driver of the seasonal growth patterns seen in this study. Second, 

Neoagarum forms dense multilayered beds that causes considerable shading within the 

kelp bed. Kirkman (1989) showed artificial shading that reduces light by 70% caused a 

reduction in productivity at most times of year. Based on the absorptance of 

Neoagarum, individuals shaded beneath just one blade would experience only 36% of 

the incident irradiance. At an irradiance level of 50 µmoles m-2 s-1, one blade would be 

sufficient to reduce the light experienced by an underlying frond to sub-saturating levels. 

Ultimately, it is likely that sub-saturating levels of irradiance occur definitively in winter 

and during spring bloom, but also periodically throughout all seasons when individuals 

experience shading within a dense kelp bed. 
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In addition to light, temperature is often thought of as one of the most significant 

factors affecting growth. Kain (1989) cautioned, however, that temperature is too quickly 

assumed to be the determining factor in patterns of growth and is often overvalued at 

the expense of other important environmental variables. In this study, temperature was 

only a significant factor driving growth patterns in the first year. Other studies have 

shown that when extreme temperatures are experienced for extended durations, there 

can be significant negative effects on kelp productivity (Simonson et al 2015; Bearham 

et al 2013). In the subtidal environment at depths where Neoagarum is found, seasonal 

variation in temperatures never reached above 18°C and these well-above average 

temperatures only extended for hours to days rather than weeks. It seems unlikely that 

such short-duration pulse of warm temperatures would be detectable in growth rate 

declines on the time scale of bi-weekly growth measurements. Studies that have shown 

declines in kelp survivorship and growth at high temperatures have done so using 

constant high temperatures for at least a week (Andersen et al 2011). Additionally, the 

impacts of such extreme temperatures on subtidal kelps are most common at a species 

southern range limit (Bearham et al. 2013). In Howe Sound though, Neoagarum is not 

close to its southern range limit, which is Mexico (Lamb and Hanby 2005). 

Overall, I demonstrate here that Neoagarum grows year-round but exhibits 

fastest growth rates in summer. These growth rates suggest that Neoagarum has the 

capacity to rapidly form and maintain dense, multi-layered kelp beds within the course 

of a single year provided other biotic factors are not negatively affecting development of 

sporophytes. Despite differences in growth and environmental conditions among sites, a 

general trend is apparent and shows that growth was highest in year one, coinciding 
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with higher irradiance. Temperatures were also higher in year one, possibly explaining 

why it was a contributing factor to growth patterns. Ultimately, light was the most 

important driver of growth patterns over the course of two years.  

 

2.4.2 Morphometric patterns in relation to growth  

The shape of kelp blades with respect to length and width can influence the 

structure of kelp beds (Duggins et al. 2003). Larger blades tend to grow slower than 

small, juvenile sporophytes (Gonzalez-Fragoso et al. 1991), which for Neoagarum 

appear in greatest abundance in late winter (Vadas 1968). The fact that I did not 

discriminate blade size during initial experimental setup and had a large range of initial 

blade lengths in year one, likely contributed to the high variability in growth rate among 

individuals at a single site. In contrast, less variability in growth rates of individuals in 

2016 is reflective of the smaller range of initial blade lengths. A second important factor 

that led to high variability in blade length was erosion. Neoagarum is well-known for 

having high rates of erosion (Durante 1994) with the oldest tissue frequently tattering 

and breaking off with little force. Notably, erosion was a contributing factor to why 

measurements of growth were terminated before the onset of winter each year. Despite 

a high degree of variability in blade length and overall shape in 2015, both metrics 

became more similar within and among sites in 2016. This may be a reflection of either 

an earlier start to growth measurements (January in 2016 compared to 

January/April/June in 2015), or the influence of all three sites stabilizing at a similar 

density of kelp.  
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The absence of pattern with respect to shape (length:width) throughout each year 

was similar to the high degree of variability in blade shape documented by Duggins et 

al. (2003) for Agarum clathratum. Duggins et al. (2003) also showed how variability in 

flow can influence other morphometric patterns such as blade thickness, which is 

greater in higher flow areas. Though I did not measure flow in this study, it is reasonable 

to think that Popham Island reef is subject to greater flow as it is an open, more 

exposed reef compared to either bay site. This potentially explains why growth at the 

two protected bay sites was higher, as thinner blades at the protected sites may create 

a more direct path for light to reach reaction centers for photosynthesis (Duggins et al. 

2003). In addition, Popham Island reef appeared to be an outlier when it comes to the 

patterns of investment in width or length over the course of the year. Only at this site did 

blade shape favour a greater proportion of growth in width rather than length over the 

course of the year. This strategy seems advantageous given that Neoagarum is highly 

susceptible to erosion at the blade tip. A greater investment in width rather than length 

appears most beneficial to maximizing tissue for photosynthesizing over time. However, 

at two of the three sites in this study where growth was highest, a greater investment in 

width growth was not apparent. It may be that the pattern observed in blade-shape 

change throughout the year at Popham Island reef was due plasticity related to 

characteristics of the micro-habitat of that reef. 

Overall, no significant trend was evident in whether blades invested more in length 

or width with respect to seasons. Blade length was also highly variable and undoubtedly 

contributed to variability in growth within sites. However, we did see that differences 
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among sites in year one mainly disappeared in the second year as patterns of 

morphology became more similar.  

 

2.4.3 Additional factors affecting pattern of growth  

There are a number of additional factors that undoubtedly affect growth in this 

environment but were not directly measured in this study. Most notably, nitrogen 

availability is well-documented to play a role in macroalgal growth (Henley and Dunton 

1997; Kain 1989; Dean and Jacobsen 1984). When in very low availability, nitrogen can 

play a more significant role than light in seasonal patterns of growth (Henley and 

Dunton 1997), and in some systems is the most limiting factor linked to declines in 

growth (Chapman and Lindley 1980). I cannot rule out that nitrogen availability 

contributed to some variability in growth patterns seen in this study, however, it is 

possible that high concentrations of nitrate during winter last long enough to sustain 

growth through summer (Bearham et al. 2013). Given the limiting effect of nitrogen 

observed in other kelp dominated systems, future work should characterize the variation 

in bioavailable nitrogen in Howe Sound and the impact this has on observed growth 

patterns.  

A second important factor affecting growth of Neoagarum is the presence of 

epiphytic bryozoans. Colonization of Neoagarum blades by two species of bryozoan 

have been well-documented (Vadas 1977, Durante 1994, Hurd 1994), with highest 

densities occurring in summer (Durante 1994). Dense population of bryozoans can lead 

to brittleness of blades and significant blade erosion, even in relatively protected areas 

(Andersen et al. 2011). With respect to growth, bryozoans are known to be associated 
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with slower growth when in high density (Durante 1994). Coincidentally, the highest 

annual density of bryozoans occurs during maximal growth of Neoagarum, which may 

reduce growth rates below their full potential.  

The importance of nutrients and bryozoan growth should not be understated 

despite not being directly measured in this study. In spite of these limitations though, the 

present study suggests that in Howe Sound Neoagarum growth is influenced largely by 

patterns of solar irradiance. Thus, as a predictor of how quickly kelp beds will develop 

and create multi-layered habitats, patterns in light availability at depth seem to be most 

informative. In future investigations, it would be beneficial to test the validity of this 

model in other areas to see if solar irradiance is consistently the most important driver of 

growth for Neoagarum.  

 

2.4.4 Conclusion 

Neoagarum grew year-round but exhibited fastest growth rates in summer. 

Growth rates were affected mostly by strong seasonal patterns in light and temperature 

with larger-than-expected differences between sites. These spatial differences across a 

relative small scale highlight the importance of considering micro habitat effects on 

individual kelp beds and the caution needed when generalizing patterns to a larger 

spatial scale. Such differences also highlight the dynamic nature of Howe Sound kelp 

beds and the influence of micro-habitat on growth patterns. These differences will be 

key considerations when trying to understand persistence of kelp beds within Howe 

Sound. It is clear that with overall growth rates of 2-3% d-1, Neoagarum has the capacity 

to produce large and productive kelp beds in a matter of months. This was best 
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exemplified by year over year changes in kelp bed density and morphometric 

characteristics of kelp at Popham Island reef between 2015 and 2016.  

Though not all components known to affect growth and productivity of kelps were 

considered in this study, the importance of solar irradiance on Neoagarum growth is 

similar to what has been documented in other perennial kelp species. Future work 

should utilize the information compiled in this study in conjunction with nutrient 

concentration data to ensure assumptions made here regarding sufficient nutrient load 

in Howe Sound are accurate. Further, the correlation of growth patterns in Neoagarum 

with solar irradiance should be investigated in other populations to determine if the 

strong dependence on irradiance for growth holds true for other Neoagarum kelp reef 

systems. 
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Chapter 3: Neoagarum fimbriatum kelp bed loss due to high densities 

of green urchins, Strongylocentotus droebachiensis  

 

3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 Neoagarum as a food source for green urchins 

Macroalgal assemblages on temperate rocky reefs provide an important food source 

for many invertebrate species, including urchins (Mann, 1973). Urchins have the ability 

to shape a reef community by consuming vast quantities of macroalgae, leaving reefs 

barren (Scheibling and Hatcher, 2001). The progression of kelp beds to urchin barrens 

and the forces driving this change have been extensively studied in a variety of kelp 

forest ecosystems (e.g., Himmelman et al., 1983; Konar and Estes, 2003; Gagnon et al. 

2005; Schuster and Konar, 2014). In a healthy kelp forest, the magnitude of grazer 

effects on kelp biomass is mediated through top-predator control, commonly sea otters 

(Cater et al., 2007; Watson and Estes, 2011) or sunflower sea stars (Pain and Vadas, 

1969). However, when top predators are removed, the impact of grazers on kelp 

biomass is substantially increased and frequently leads to kelp habitat loss (Watson and 

Estes, 2011). If not entirely grazed down, the diversity of kelp on a reef can be 

significantly lower due to high grazer pressure (Himmelman, 1983). The decline of kelp 

beds is a major threat to the health of marine ecosystems, particularly in areas where 

top predators are absent and urchin abundance has been left uncontrolled.   

In Howe Sound, the dominant species of sea urchin that grazes kelp beds is the 

green urchin, Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis. The impacts of uncontrolled green 
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urchin populations on whole reef communities has been well-documented on the east 

coast of North America (Himmelman et al., 1983; Keats et al., 1990). In the past four 

years, a similar problem arose in Howe Sound following sea star wasting disease when 

green urchin populations increased four-fold (Schultz et al., 2016). Since Neoagarum is 

the most dominant kelp in Howe Sound, it has faced the greatest declines as a result of 

increased urchin abundance. The consumption of Neoagarum by urchins is particularly 

interesting given previous studies have noted it is one of the least preferred food 

sources (Vadas, 1977). It is believed that the high content of phlorotannins – a chemical 

deterrent – makes the kelp less palatable and results in Neoagarum being one the last 

kelp species urchins consume (Van Alstyne et al., 2001). However, in laboratory feeding 

experiments, Vadas (1977) showed that when provided Neoagarum as the only food 

choice, urchins would consume it, though growth and gonad size were significantly 

reduced compared to preferred-food diets. Furthermore, urchins can change their rates 

of consumption based on the availability of a food source (Meidal and Scheibling, 1999), 

suggesting that they can survive long periods without food only to quickly take 

advantage of new food sources. No studies have quantified the impact of increased 

green urchin abundance in a system where Neoagarum-only kelp beds are dominant. 

As the main habitat-forming kelp in Howe Sound faces greater pressure from urchin 

grazing, there is a need to understand how increased density of urchins will affect the 

rate of kelp loss, and whether the current trajectory will lead to local rocky reefs 

becoming urchin barrens. 
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3.1.2 Objectives 

In this study I address this gap in knowledge by quantifying the impact of green 

urchin density on biomass loss of Neoagarum using twenty-four-hour field experiments. 

I expect that as grazer density increases, the percentage of kelp biomass loss will also 

increase. At higher grazer density, I predict that per capita grazing rates will be lower 

due to density-dependent effects. In other words, I would expect density-dependent 

grazing to be reflected in a lower grazing rate of individual urchins at high density and a 

saturation of kelp biomass loss at high urchin densities. To address these predictions, I 

investigated the impacts of urchin density – ranging from 0 to 81 urchins m-2 – on the 

percentage of Neoagarum kelp biomass lost over twenty-four hours. I define this 

relationship with regard to the overall biomass loss and also in terms of urchin grazing 

rate. 

 

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Study locations 

All collections of Neoagarum and subsequent use in field experiments took place 

in Howe Sound, British Columbia. Specimens were collected from a healthy kelp bed, 

free of sea urchins, in Cates Bay (49.41522N, -123.313W) at approximately 10m depth 

and deployed at one of two reefs: Grace Islet (49.44389N, -123.46W) and Popham 

breakwater reef (49.358N, -123.483W), in approximately 7m depth (Fig. 3.1). All sites 

where experiments occurred were shallow bedrock reefs with no kelp or other seaweed, 

but with an abundance of green urchins, Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis. 
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Figure 3.1 Map of Howe Sound, British Columbia showing Cates Bay collection site (1), 
and Popham Breakwater reef (2) and Grace Islet (3) where experiments were carried 
out.   
 

3.2.2 Experimental design 

All twenty-four-hour urchin grazing experiments took place between April – 

October 2015 or in April 2016. Each twenty-four-hour experiment consisted of five 

dives: a collection dive at Cates Bay, two dives to deploy two experiment sets, and two 

dives to collect each experiment after twenty-four hours. For each field day two 

experiments were run concurrently at different locations on the same reef. First, a total 

of 12 blades of healthy Neoagarum were collected at Cates Bay. Blades were selected 

with minimal fouling and no larger than 1.5m to avoid blades with significant tattering at 

the tips. If tattering was present, blades were trimmed down with tattered parts removed 

to reduce chances of blade loss due to factors other than grazing. Blades were stored in 

a cooler aboard a boat for less than 90min and individually photographed. Prior to the 

first of two deployment dives, one blade per experiment was enclosed in a ½” vexar 

3 
1 

2 
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mesh to prevent urchin grazing (Fig. 3.2a). These protected blades were used to 

account for loss of blade due to factors unrelated to urchins. Each experiment was 

deployed on a separate dive. Divers scanned the reef at 7m depth for a density of 

urchins that approximated low (<20m-2), medium (20-50m-2) or high (>50m-2). A three-

meter-long, ¾” chain was laid across the bedrock and five Neoagarum blades plus one 

control blade was attached with zip ties to the chain links, evenly spaced along the 

chain (Fig. 3.2b,c). Placement of the control blade amongst the other blades was varied 

between experiments. Along a two-meter swath the length of the chain all green urchins 

were counted (6m2 area), from which density was calculated per square meter for 

analyses. The same diving and deployment procedure was repeated for a second 

chain. No enclosures were set up and thus urchins were free to move across the reef 

and creating a variable density environment. To capture this variability, urchin density at 

experiment set up and collection was measured to document any significant changes in 

density over the 24h experiment. Only during one experiment at a density of 43urchins 

m-2 was there a significant change in density, with urchins seen avoiding the kelp.  
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Figure 3.2. a) control blade of Neoagarum enclosed in ½” vexar mesh, b) field 
deployment set up, and c) active urchin grazing on Neoagarum. 
 
 

   After twenty-four hours divers collected each experiment. Abundance of urchins 

within the same two-meter swath was counted again and each blade was individually 

bagged and brought to the surface with the deployment chain. Photographs were taken 

of each blade before being discarded.   

 Using ImageJ software, total area of blades was measure from initial 

photographs (Ai) and photographs taken after twenty-four hours (Af) for each blade 

including controls (Cf, Ci). Area loss (Aloss), including a correction for loss not due to 

grazer was calculated as follows (Salomon, 2010): 

 

a 

c b 
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           Aloss = Ai · (Cf/Ci) – Af                                (Eq. 1) 

 

Rate of kelp loss (consumption per hour) was then calculated for each blade at 

each density of urchins as follows:  

 

Consumption Rate = Aloss/t                                               (Eq. 2) 

 

Finally, rate of kelp loss per urchin (consumption per urchin per hour) was 

calculated as follows based on density of urchins at 24h (Uf):  

 

Consumption Rate (per urchin) = 
!"#$$
%&∗(

                             (Eq. 3) 

 

3.2.3 Statistical analysis 

All data were analyzed in R (R Core Team, 2017), checked for normality and 

subsequently cube root transformed prior to analyses. Percent loss of kelp tissue as a 

function of urchin density was analyzed using a linear and a logarithmic regression. An 

AIC analysis was then performed comparing the two models to determine best fit, but 

AIC could not distinguish one as a superior model, thus both models were considered in 

interpretation. Urchin consumption rate as a function of urchin density was also 

analyzed using a linear regression model. Consumption rate of kelp per urchin as a 

function of urchin density was analyzed using an exponential linear regression model. 

All data were plotted in R.  
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3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Kelp loss as a function of urchin density  

Percentage of kelp tissue lost due to urchin grazing ranged from 0 to 92%, over a 

range of 3 to 81 urchins m-2. Percent biomass loss increased significantly with 

increasing urchin density using both a linear and logarithmic regression (logarithmic: F = 

7.51, df = 53, p < 0.01, r2 = 0.12; linear: F = 6.667, df = 53, p < 0.05, r2 = 0.11, Fig. 3.3). 

An AIC analysis of the two models could not distinguish the best fit (linear = 148.43; 

logarithmic = 147.99). Kelp tissue loss at a density of 43 urchins m-2 was lower than 

expected.  

 

 
Figure 3.3. Percent biomass loss (cube-root transformed) of Neoagarum kelp tissue 
over twenty-four hours as a function of green urchin Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis 
density. Solid line represents the predicted values of a logarithmic regression fit. 
Dashed line represents predicted values of a linear regression fit.   
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3.3.2 Urchin consumption rate 

Rate of consumption of kelp tissue by urchins increased significantly with 

increasing urchin density, but not at a one to one rate (F = 9.561, df = 53, p < 0.001, r2 = 

0.1368, Fig. 3.4). Highest grazing rates occurred at densities of 36 and 81 urchins m-2, 

with an average grazing rate of 61 and 59 cm2 h-1, respectively. Consumption rate per 

urchin was lowest when urchins were at the highest density (F = 10.15, df = 53, p < 

0.01, r2 = 0.1449, Fig. 3.5). Per capita grazing rate was highest at a density of 14 and 

26 urchins m-2, reaching rates of 1.9 and 1.7cm2 urchin-1 h-1, respectively.  
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Figure 3.4. a) Rate of Neoagarum tissue consumption and b) rate of Neoagarum 
consumption per urchin as a function of green urchin, Strongylocentrotus 
droebachiensis density during twenty-four-hour experiments. 
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3.4 Discussion 

3.4.1 Kelp biomass loss due to increasing urchin density 

Kelp biomass loss increased with increasing urchin density, however, this 

relationship couldn’t be defined as strictly linear or logarithmic (saturating). On the one 

hand, it appears that above an urchin density of 36 urchins m-2 saturation may occur, 

but on the other hand, a purely linear fit to the urchin/kelp loss data is equally good. It 

should be noted that an unusually low percent kelp biomass loss at 43 urchins m-2 

reduces the fit of both the linear and logarithmic relationships. This occurrence of low 

kelp consumption by urchins occurred when urchins were seen avoiding the kelp at 24h, 

despite readily consuming the kelp at initial setup. It seems likely that an unpredictable, 

isolated event during the experiment led to the unusual result (see section 3.4.2 for 

further discussion). further experimentation measuring kelp biomass loss at high urchin 

densities (35-100 urchins m-2) is needed to clarify the relationship between urchin 

density and the rate of kelp biomass loss.  

 The density of 36 urchins m-2 also represented the point at which over 50% of kelp 

biomass was lost over the course of 24h. On an experimental reef system in Australia, 

50% of kelp biomass lost to urchins eventually caused a shift from kelp bed to urchin 

barren (Kriegisch, 2016). It’s possible the density of 36 urchins m-2 may represent a 

similar  tipping point between a kelp bed and an urchin barren. However, in order to 

confirm that 36 urchins m-2 is a true tipping point for rocky reefs in Howe Sound, an 

experiment would need to be conducted in existing kelp beds over many months to 

determine the impact of urchin density over a time frame of greater than twenty-four 

hours and in a natural kelp bed. Nonetheless, in eastern Canadian populations of green 
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urchins, densities of 31 – 65 urchins m-2 were sufficient to reduce kelp forest to urchin 

barrens (Filbee-Dexter and Scheibling 2014). Current densities of green urchins in 

Howe Sound have frequently been observed at or above this level since the die-off of 

sunflower sea star predators. Thus, under current conditions and assuming urchins can 

colonize remaining kelp beds, existing densities of urchins may continue to graze down 

kelp beds in Howe Sound and result in a greater number of urchin barren reefs.   

Though density is an important measure of urchin impact on kelp habitat and has 

been used as a proxy for determining a critical threshold in some studies (Kriegisch, 

2016), without a measure of urchin biomass we cannot compare any critical transition 

point on a global scale. Globally, an average of 2640 ± 824g m-2 of urchin biomass is 

required to cause a transition from kelp beds to urchin barrens (Ling et al. 2015). 

Assuming an average biomass of 50g green urchin-1 (Filbee-Dexter and Scheibling 

2014), a density of 36 urchins in Howe Sound would translate to 1800g of urchin 

biomass, which falls just below the range reported for the global average. However, 

because the global average represents all species of urchins world-wide, exact 

comparisons to Howe Sound rocky reefs using this biomass estimate must be 

considered cautiously. Furthermore, measures of urchin biomass become important 

when comparing urchins found in kelp beds, urchin barrens and urchin fronts. Though 

density can vary greatly across these three types of urchin groupings, urchins within a 

kelp bed are often larger, and thus could reasonably be assume to have a similar 

biomass to the dense aggregations of smaller urchins on barren reefs (Lauzon-Guay 

and Schiebling, 2007). This provides important context for the present experiment, for 

which an applied growth rate of 3% per day for Neoagarum would compensate for just 
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3% kelp biomass loss per day due to grazers. However, entire healthy Neoagarum kelp 

beds generally survive for a matter of weeks, not days, as urchins make their way 

across the reef (pers. obs.). Thus, it is important to consider the limitations of 

experimentally introducing kelp on an urchin barren versus the density of urchins and 

true biomass of kelp that exists in a healthy kelp bed. It is likely that natural kelp beds 

could survive biomass losses greater than 3% per day, given extent of healthy kelp 

beds and the patchy nature of urchin grazing fronts. Further study of urchin density and 

kelp density within kelp beds is needed to fully understand a critical tipping point in this 

system. Importantly, the tipping point between kelp bed and urchin barren alternative 

stable states often requires a decline in urchin density well below the threshold in order 

to permit the return to a healthy kelp bed (Filbee-Dexter and Scheibling, 2014). Such 

hysteresis of these alternative stable states has been well documented in rocky reefs 

globally (Ling et al. 2015). Ultimately, identifying tipping points that can cause the shift 

to and from urchin barrens will provide an improved context for the ongoing shifts to 

urchin barrens and potential return of kelp beds in Howe Sound.  

The density-dependent restriction of urchins observed at high urchin densities 

suggests that, in dense aggregations, urchins compete for food in such a way that 

causes intra-specific interference. In Heliocidaris erythrogramma, density-dependent 

effects between low (<40urchins m-2) and high density (>40 urchins m-2) have been 

observed in an Australian rocky reef system (Wright et al., 2005). In that same study, 

low densities of urchins did not eliminate foliose algae over the 130-day study period, 

but they did reduce percent cover of all species; high densities resulted in entirely 

barren reefs. Furthermore, Hill et al (2003) noted that at high densities urchins grazed 
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as much as lower, more frequently occurring densities, further showing that urchins 

change their grazing behaviour as density changes. In the present study, the change in 

behaviour associated with density-dependence was reflected in the reduced per urchin 

grazing rate at high densities. In spite of reduced grazing rates at high density, a critical 

threshold exist well-below this transition to urchin density-independent kelp loss, then it 

would seem that so long as urchin density remains above that point the resulting effect 

will be continued loss of kelp habitat and an increase in the amount of urchin barren 

habitat.  

In addition to the direct impact urchins have on kelp beds, they also have a 

significant impact on the early development stages of kelp sporophytes (Sala et al. 

2011). By persisting on urchin barren reefs, urchins can also severely restrict 

recruitment of new kelps (Gagnon 2004). However, many studies have shown that with 

urchin removal, a diversity of kelps re-establishes on formerly barren reefs (Foreman, 

1977; Himmelman et al., 1983; Keats, 1990). The re-establishment of Neoagarum has 

already been documented at two urchin barren reefs in Howe Sound in 2018, though 

this was below the depth of dense urchin aggregations which remain in shallower 

waters (pers. obs). The suppression of kelp recruitment on barrens is likely mediated 

through urchins impacting the alternate microscopic gametophyte stage of kelps, where 

either grazing on or abrasion of gametophytes can reduce the density of sporophytes 

that develop (Dean et al., 1988). Limitation of kelp recruitment by urchins and the 

significant impact they have on Neoagarum sporophytes suggests that only a significant 

urchin die-off or a return of top predator Pycnopodia to abundances similar to pre-

wasting disease will allow for recovery of Neoagarum kelp beds. It appears that current 
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urchin density will continue to cause decline in kelp habitat, in spite of consistent year-

long growth periods in this kelp (Chapter 1). Removal of urchins may result in return of 

kelp within months, however this practice is most likely unsustainable in the long run.  

 

3.4.2 Other effects limiting urchin grazing capacity 

In addition to grazer density, a number of important characteristics of Neoagarum 

affect the ability of grazers to consume kelp biomass. Firstly, the impact of wave action 

can slow urchin movement and even cause urchins to recede from a kelp bed (Lauzon-

Guay and Scheibling 2007). At 10m depth where Neoagarum kelp beds are most 

prominent, wave action is infrequent; however, it seems plausible that wave action 

occurred at the depth of my experiment when testing the effect of biomass loss at 43 

urchins m-2. At this density – tested only during a single twenty-four-hour experiment – 

there was an unexpectedly low percent biomass of Neoagarum grazed by green 

urchins. Increased movement of water due to wave action can cause kelp blades to 

move in such a way that causes ‘whiplash’ on animals surrounding the kelp (Konar 

2000). This whiplash effect seems a likely explanation for the unusual drop in biomass 

loss I observed at that particular density, since urchins were observed grazing on 

Neoagarum at the start of the experiment but were seen actively avoiding Neoagarum 

after twenty-four hours. If repeated, it would be expected that the biomass loss at 43 

urchins m-2 would be similar to Neoagarum biomass loss at 36 – 81 urchins m-2 that was 

documented in this study.   

 A second important factor associated with grazing rates of green urchins on 

Neoagarum is palatability. Numerous studies have shown that Neoagarum is one of the 
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least palatable kelps (e.g. Vadas, 1977; Van Alstyne et al., 2001; Gagnon et al., 2005). 

The effects of phlorotannins –compounds found in unpalatable kelps that is thought to 

be responsible for deterring urchins – has been documented in other seaweeds 

(Gagnon et al. 2003), showing a similar urchin-deterring effect as the sulphuric acid-

containing seaweed Desmarestia spp. (Konar 2000). Some species of kelp can be 

found in close association with high phlorotannin kelps as a way of preventing urchin 

grazing (Gagnon et al., 2003). However, given the consistent consumption of 

Neoagarum in each experiment, it seems unlikely that phlorotannins in Neoagarum 

played a measurable role in green urchin grazing behaviour or rates.  

Chemical deterrents and the physical environment likely play role in urchin-kelp 

interactions and consumption of Neoagarum, however, these factors may only be 

important in specific circumstances. Neither of these factors appeared to play a 

measurable role in urchin grazing behaviour in this study, with the exception of a density 

of 43 urchins m-2 where a turbulent environment caused by wave action may have 

resulted in an unexpectedly low biomass loss. In a reef system dominated by 

Neoagarum kelp beds it seems unlikely that either factor would be able to significantly 

change the relationship between urchins and Neoagarum.  

 

3.4.3 Conclusion 

Across the range of urchin densities tested, kelp biomass loss appeared to scale 

logarithmically with urchin density, saturating at high densities, though this could not be 

conclusively defined as a better descriptor of the relationship when compared with a 

linear fit. It did appear that above 36 urchins m-2, kelp biomass loss was independent of 
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urchin density. This saturation of kelp biomass loss at high urchin density can be further 

explained as a density-dependent restriction effect on urchins at high densities. Intra-

specific interference among urchins in an aggregation around kelp led to a slower per 

capita grazing rate. However, provided that Neoagarum grows at a rate of 3% per day, 

the high densities of urchins reported are well above the level needed to wipe out the 

kelp in this experiment. This suggests that a continued increase in green urchin density 

will not significantly alter the current trajectory toward a widespread urchin barren state. 

It appears that rocky reefs in Howe Sound have little chance of relief from urchin 

grazing on kelp beds without the return of Pycnopodia to provide top-down control of 

urchin populations or a sudden disease outbreak in green urchins. Future efforts to re-

establish kelp beds on urchin barren reefs will need to consider methods of urchin 

removal or exclusion over an extended period of time to allow the re-establishment of 

kelp. Ultimately, a re-balancing of the rocky reef community in Howe Sound will need to 

occur in order for kelp beds to persist in the presence of green urchins. 
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Chapter 4: Conclusion 

 

Persistence of Neoagarum kelp beds is essential for the diversity of species that rely 

on this habitat. However, in recent years Neoagarum has faced higher than historical 

levels of grazer abundance, threatening the persistence of the kelp beds. This study 

explored the relationship between green urchin grazers and Neoagarum, while also 

examining the basic patterns of growth of the kelp in the absence of grazers to inform 

our understanding of the future status of Neoagarum kelp beds in Howe Sound.  

In Chapter 2 I showed that Neoagarum grows continuously throughout all seasons 

with peak growth occurring during summer. Timing of peak growth coincided with 

maximum light availability at the depths of these kelp beds, suggesting that light plays a 

significant role in growth patterns. Furthermore, mixed model analysis confirmed this 

suggestion, indicating that in both years light was the most significant driver of growth. I 

also showed that Neoagarum lives in a light saturated environment most times of the 

year, while sub-saturating levels of light have measurable impacts on growth, 

particularly during plankton bloom events in March and April.  

The findings on growth patterns were in line with growth rates and timing of peak 

growth for other perennial kelps. One important factor not examined with respect to 

growth was nutrient availability. Bioavailable nutrients have been found to be an 

important driver of growth in nutrient limited areas such as the Arctic. Previous works 

have shown there is an argument that temperature correlates with nitrogen availability 

well enough to suggest that temperature could be used as a proxy for nutrient content 

(Watson and Estes, 2011).  
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 In Chapter 3, I showed that the relationship between urchin density and the rate 

of kelp biomass loss could be described as either linear or logarithmic (saturating). A 

density-dependent restriction effect on grazers at densities above 36 urchins m-2 was 

identified, suggesting that beyond which increased density does not change the rate of 

kelp biomass loss. Density-dependent restriction of urchins was evident in the 

exponential decline in per capita grazing rates of green urchins However, assuming a 

growth rate for Neoagarum of 3% per day, almost all of the densities of urchins reported 

here are well above the level needed to wipe out the kelp in this experiment. The 

potential for transition from urchin barren state back to kelp bed would require a decline 

in urchin density well-below existing densities. Density-based urchin exclusion 

experiments could help identify the this reverse shift from urchin barren to kelp bed.   

Secondary to the established relationship between Neoagarum blades (i.e., 

sporophytes) and urchins, two methods were employed to quantify the effect of green 

urchins on microscopic Neoagarum filaments (i.e., gametophytes) with limited success. 

Though ultimately inconclusive, these two methodologies showed that kelp DNA can be 

detected from field collected scrubbies. Furthermore, species-specific primers will allow 

for future work to investigate the relationship between urchin barrens and Neoagarum 

spore banks.  

Overall, it appears that in spite of continuous year-round growth, Neoagarum is 

unlikely to overcome urchin grazing to mitigate biomass loss. The current trajectory of 

declining Neoagarum ked habitat will continue unless a significant shift in the 

community balance occurs. Either a return of top-predator sunflower stars or a 
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significant die-off of green urchins will be required to slow the decline of kelp beds and 

for existing urchin barrens to return to kelp habitat. 

 

Future Directions 

Studies examining patterns of growth in kelps and the interaction between kelps 

and urchins has been explored in many species and reef systems around the world. 

Often the overall patterns of change in kelp bed development and loss are similar 

across systems, but the drivers of change may be distinct. In particular, the 

environmental characteristics of the local region can determine whether light, 

temperature, nutrients or physical forcing are most strongly correlated with patterns of 

growth (e.g. Bearham et al., 2013; Dean and Jacobsen, 1984; Kain, 1989). In addition, 

the natural composition of kelp beds and the associated fauna can create unique 

relationships among species. This thesis provides this first comprehensive look at 

Neoagarum-dominated kelp beds with respect to seasonal growth patterns and the 

interaction between green urchins and Neoagarum in Howe Sound, British Columbia.   

Seasonal patterns of Neoagarum growth associated most strongly with light 

availability provides important context for future changes in Neoagarum kelp habitat in 

Howe Sound. It would be worthwhile to test this growth model in other subtidal kelp 

systems to determine whether it is applicable on a broader scale, and whether 

measurements of in situ light applied to this model can accurately predict measured 

growth rates. In addition, it would be worthwhile to expand upon this model to determine 

the influence of nutrient availability on growth. Perhaps one of the most important next 

steps though is connecting patterns of growth with changes in density of kelp beds. 
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Ultimately, it is the multi-layered nature of Neoagarum that makes it a preferential 

habitat for juvenile pacific spot prawns and other small fish and crustaceans. To create 

a direct link between kelp growth and kelp density would provide an accurate way to 

quantify the health of a kelp bed.  

Having documented the significant, negative impact of green urchins on 

Neoagarum and the potential for continued decline of kelp due to grazing, future 

research should investigate opportunities for exclusion of urchins from barren reefs. 

Urchin removals would enable study of the rate of kelp re-establishment on urchin 

barrens. Specifically, urchin exclusion experiments on reefs which have been urchin 

barrens for varying lengths of time would be one way to examine the relationship of 

possible gametophyte seedbanks and urchin barrens. The importance of gametophytes 

to the life history of kelp and development of kelp beds suggests there is an ongoing 

need to fully understand the impact of urchins on gametophytes. The possibility of 

gametophytes providing a seedbank for the re-establishment of kelp beds is an 

important link in the persistence of kelp beds. The combination of research on the 

effects of urchin removals on kelp re-establishment and the implication this has on 

gametophyte seedbanks would provide a comprehensive picture of what is required for 

the transition of urchin barrens back to kelp beds. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A  .  Multiple methods for examining the effect of green urchins 

Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis on Neoagarum fimbriatum gametophytes 

 

A.1 Introduction 

 The negative impact of sea urchins on kelp beds has been examined in many 

rocky reef systems around the world (see Ch. 2). However, much of this work has 

focused on the effects of sea urchin grazing on kelp sporophytes, while less is known 

about the effect of urchins on the gametophytic stage of development. Kelp 

gametophytes are less well-studied is in part due to their microscopic size, making it 

difficult to track and quantify changes in viability or density related to urchin grazing. It 

has been shown that exposure to urchins reduces the density of sporophytes that 

develop, either through abrasion or grazing on gametophytes (Dean et al., 1988). 

However, this has never been tested on Neoagarum gametophytes. Because 

gametophyte and sporophyte stages both play crucial roles in the persistence of kelp 

beds (Lotz et al., 1999), more research on the relationship between kelp gametophytes 

and urchins is needed. 

In the absence of grazing, gametophytes have also been shown to remain 

dormant on reefs until such time as conditions are suitable for development into 

sporophytes (Carney and Edwards, 2006). Suitable conditions are likely to include times 

when urchins recede, in conjunction with necessary light, temperature and nutrient 

conditions. Some macroalgal gametophytes have been shown to remain dormant, yet 

viable, up to two years (Edwards, 2000), while Macrocystis gametophytes remain viable 
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for weeks to months in the field (Deysher & Dean, 1984). In addition, gametophytes are 

believed to be better able to survive extreme changes in environmental conditions, such 

as El Nino warming events, compared to the sporophyte stage (Ladah & Zertuche-

Gonzalez, 2007). Provided Neoagarum gametophytes are similar Macrocystis 

gametophytes and are able to remain dormant on reefs, understanding how long 

gametophytes can persist on urchin barren reefs would shed light on the potential ability 

of kelp beds to recover from existing spore banks in the event of a decline in urchin 

abundance.  

 To understand the impact urchins have on Neoagarum gametophytes, I first tried 

to quantify the density of Neoagarum sporophytes that developed on concrete plates 

that had been artificially seeded with spores and had been out-planted to an area of 

high urchin density (>30 urchins m-2). I planned to examine density of sporophytes (and 

therefore survival of grazed gametophytes) as a function of time exposed to green 

urchins – one, two and three weeks. I expected that the density of sporophytes would 

decline with greater exposure to urchins. Unfortunately, in the first trial of this 

experiment many of my plates disappeared and the ones that remained failed to grow 

any sporophytes – even in the ungrazed controls. In the second trial there was again no 

sporophyte growth detected on any plates. I believe it is likely that sporophyte growth 

failed for two possible reasons: (1) gametophytes were outcompeted by red seaweeds 

which settled and grew on the plates, and (2) environmental conditions at the time of 

trials were not ideal or did not provide the necessary cues for development of 

gametophytes into sporophytes.  
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Following the unsuccessful experiment with settlement plates, I examined the 

impact of urchins on Neoagarum gametophytes using a different approach. In a second 

experiment, I looked for the presence/absence of gametophytes on urchin barren reefs 

where it was known how long ago the last kelp bed existed at the site (i.e., urchin barren 

age), to determine the ability of gametophytes to remain dormant on urchin barrens.  I 

expected that Neoagarum gametophytes presence would decline with increasing age of 

an urchin barren. I predicted that I would not find gametophytes at reefs which had been 

an urchin barren for more than two years. Unfortunately, this second experiment also 

failed to produce conclusive results. I believe the main point of failure for this 

experiment was the collection method used to collected gametophytes from subtidal 

substrate. The scrubby method likely failed to effectively capture gametophytes, thus 

leading to a lack of kelp gametophytes from samples collected on kelp beds and urchin 

barrens.  

 

A.2 Experiment 1: Effect of exposure to urchins on sporophyte production 

A.2.1 Methods 

 To test the effect of time exposed to urchins on the development of Neoagarum 

sporophytes, two trials of the same experimental design were conducted July – October 

2016 and February – June 2017. Treatments included: control (no exposure to urchins), 

one-week, two-week and three-week exposure to urchins. Each treatment contained 

five replicate settlement plates. For each trial, fifteen healthy Neoagarum sori were 

collect from Cates Bay reef (49.41522, -123.313), by cutting out only the sori from 

blades, including a one-inch buffer zone of vegetative tissue around the sori. Sori were 
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stored in seawater-dampened paper towel in a cooler and transported back to 

laboratory within six hours. Sori were stored in a 12°C water table for twenty-four hours 

before spore release was conducted, using protocols for kelp farming described by 

Flavin et al (2013). First, blades were scraped clean of epiphytes, rinsed in a 3% iodine 

solution for thirty seconds and rinsed with filtered seawater until sori dripped clear. 

Following cleaning, blades were patted dry and stored between two layers of seawater-

dampened paper towel and kept in the dark at 10°C in an incubator for one hour. 

Following treatment in the dark, blades were immersed in 8°C seawater and prodded 

every few minutes to release spores. Water temperature was monitored throughout 

spore release and release was stopped when temperatures approached 14°C to avoid 

reduced spore viability. Spore release was visually detected when water turned from 

clear to light brown, which occurred within forty-five minutes. Success and density of 

spore release was confirmed using a hemocytometer. Ten samples of spore release 

water were examined with a hemocytometer to calculate an average density of spores.  

 Spore solutions were diluted to appropriate density (Flavin et al. 2013) and 

added to settlement buckets containing four settlement substrate plates and two glass 

slides (Fig. A 1.1). Settlement substrate was concrete 4”x4”x3” blocks which were 

cleaned and rinsed in filtered seawater. A hole was drilled through the center of each 

settlement plate for ease of transport to the field. A total of five settlement buckets were 

used to settle spores onto substrate, each bucket containing one settlement plate per 

treatment for a total of twenty settlement plates. Once spore solution was added, 

settlement buckets were cover in foil and stored in 10°C incubator in the dark overnight. 
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After sixteen hours glass slides from each bucket were examined under a microscope at 

40x magnification to confirm attachment of spores. Following successful attachment of 

spores, five plates, were slid onto to a large screw, and stored in chilled seawater in a 

cooler for transport to the field.  

 

Figure A1.1. Settlement plate buckets to which spore release water was added to allow 
spores to settle on concrete slab substrate. Coloured tape indicated different urchin 
treatments. 
 

 During the first trial of this experiment, settlement plates were deployed at Hutt 

Marker boot sponge reef (49.40812N, -123.37550W). Two divers carried all twenty 

settlement plates, placing fifteen plates on a flat rocky reef at 9m depth where green 

urchins were present, but kelp was absent (Fig. A.1.2a). The five remaining control 

plates were placed on a sandy bottom isolated from the reef and green urchins. One 

week following setup, divers moved a set of five colour-marked plates from the urchin 

zone to the sandy bottom. This procedure was repeated twice more until each treatment 
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was located on the sandy bottom. Each treatment was identifiable by a coloured-zip tie 

tag. Settlement plates were subsequently visited bi-weekly and checked for sporophyte 

development. After fifteen weeks, when small 2cm sporophytes were expected to 

develop (Reed 1990), trial was terminated due to missing settlement plates and lack of 

sporophyte development.  

 A second trial was initiated in February 2017. Identical protocols were used for 

collection of sori, laboratory release, and field transport and deployment. The second 

trial was conducted at Grace Islet (49.43178N, -123.44852W) at 7m depth. To ensure 

no settlement plates were lost, a cinder block platform was set up on the isolated sandy 

bottom and plates were attached to this platform (Fig. A.1.2b). After seventeen weeks 

no signs of sporophyte growth were detected, and the trial was terminated.  

 

Figure A.1.2. a) Settlement plates at Grace Islet reef in the urchin zone and b) 
settlement plates being checked for sporophyte growth by a diver at Grace Islet.  
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A.2.2 Results 

 Successful spore settlement on glass slides was noted in the laboratory prior to 

deployment for all settlement plates. No growth of any seaweed was observed on 

settlement plates – including controls not exposure to urchins – for the first trial of this 

experiment. When settlement plates were exposed to urchins, urchins were observed 

moving across settlement plates. During the second trial growth of unidentified red 

seaweeds was observed on settlement plates, as well as extensive diatom growth 

during March/April when the spring plankton bloom is greatest.  

 

A.2.3 Discussion 

The objective of this experiment was to better understand the impact of green 

urchins on development of Neoagarum gametophytes into sporophytes. I was able to 

induce spore release and settle spores on artificial settlement substrate in the lab, 

however, field monitoring of sporophyte growth yielded no positive results. Loss of 

settlement plates due to a variety of factors (e.g. wind storms) and failure of growth to 

occur has been documented in out-planting experiments with Macrocystis and 

Pterygophora (Reed, 1990). It may be that a lack of results had little to do with spore 

viability but instead was a result of unsuitable field conditions for sporophyte 

development. Conditions such as temperature and light are known to affect 

development of gametophytes into sporophytes (Reed, 1990). Considering the 

noticeable growth of diatoms on settlement plates during the second trail, it may be 

necessary to adjust the timing of this experiment to reduce the likelihood that low light 

limits gametophyte development. 
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A.3 Experiment 2: Testing for the presence or absence of gametophytes on 

urchin barren reefs  

A.3.1 Methods 

 A second experiment was conducted as a follow-up to the unsuccessful 

settlement plate experiment. In this second experiment, gametophyte samples were 

collected at nine reefs varying in age of urchin barren, from current kelp bed to eight 

years as an urchin barren (Fig. A.1.3). To collect gametophyte samples, ten green 

kitchen scrub pads were used to scrub the substrate at ten different, haphazardly 

chosen places on each reef at ~10m depth. For each sample, the substrate was 

scrubbed twenty times and the scrubby was placed in a Ziploc bag underwater. An 

eleventh scrub pad was used as a procedural control, taken in and out of the bag at 

depth without scrubbing. Across all nine reefs, a total of 99 samples were collected and 

transported back to the lab within six hours of collection. Samples were stored in plastic 

bags in a -20°C freezer.  
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Figure A.1.3. Map depicting reefs where substrate scrubby samples were collected. 
Sites 1-3 are healthy kelp beds, and sites 4-9 represent urchin barren reefs ranging in 
age from six months to eight years.  
 

 DNA was extracted from scrubbies by cutting out a small 1”x1/2” section of a 

scrub pad which was placed in a 1.5ml microtube. Extraction protocol followed that used 

by Hind et al. (2016). Modifications to the protocol included physical agitation of the 

scrubby during acetone wash and extraction buffer incubation, as well as separate 

drying of scrubby prior to incubation in extraction buffer. Scrubby material was 

discarded after incubation, prior to being spun for 10 min at 13,500g in a 

microcentrifuge. Following extraction, DNA concentration of DNA was determined using 

a Nano-Drop; however, yields were low (<5µg/µL) thus subsequent samples were not 

tested for DNA concentration prior to amplification.  

 In order to detect only Neoagarum DNA, primers were designed specifically for 

Neoagarum in Geneious® 7.1.9 software using allele-specific PCR primer design 
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methods (Liu et al., 2012). Primers were designed using an alignment of the CO1 gene 

for Neoagarum and the three other species of kelp found in Howe Sound (Saccharina 

latissima, Costaria costata, Nereocystis Luetkeana). Primer specificity was tested by 

running a PCR with samples of target species (Neoagarum fimbriatum) and the three 

other kelp species found in Howe Sound.  

 Polymerase chain reaction was performed on DNA extracted from the scrub pads 

using the Neoagarum-specific primers, following the same protocols as described in 

Hind et al. (2016). For each PCR run a positive control (target species blade tissue, 

Neoagarum fimbriatum), a negative control (PCR blank), and a field control (scrubby 

collected in a Neoagarum kelp beds) were included. Three PCR reactions were run on 

separate days and each included a set of eleven samples from a kelp bed and twenty-

two samples from urchin barren sites. Following failed amplification of DNA extracted 

from scrubbies, PCR reagent volume was reduced to allow for four times the amount of 

DNA to be included in the PCR reaction.  

I used the following thermal profile for amplification: initial denaturation at 94°C 

for 2 min, followed by 39 cycles of denaturation at 94°C for 2 min, annealing at 55°C for 

1 min, and extension at 72°C for 2 min, followed by 7 min at 72°C and an infinite hold at 

4°C. Annealing temperature was determined by thermal gradient testing with 

Neoagarum-specific primers. Reaction products were visualized in 0.8% agarose gel 

stained with SYBR Safe® (Invitrogen).  
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A.3.2 Results  

 A preliminary PCR reaction using non-specific kelp primers indicated successful 

amplification of kelp DNA from scrubbies. Gradient annealing temperature tests with 

kelp-specific primers indicated successful annealing of scrubby DNA at 55 - 60°C, while 

follow up gradient annealing temperature tests with Neoagarum-specific primers 

showed amplification of Neoagarum blade tissue but not other kelp blade tissue at all 

temperature tested (eight temperatures between 50 – 60°C, Fig. A.1.4). Re-testing of 

the scrubby sample which showed successful amplification using kelp-specific primers, 

showed no amplification with Neoagarum-specific primers. Subsequent PCR reactions 

with scrubby samples from kelp beds and urchin barrens show 0% success in 

amplification both using standard PCR reaction ratio of reagents to DNA and when DNA 

concentration was increased four-fold.   

 

Figure A.1.4. PCR gel showing successful amplification of Neoagarum DNA using 
Neoagarum-specific primers, testing eight annealing temperatures between 50-60°C. 
Red box indicates Neoagarum blade sample. Blue boxes represent blade tissue from 
each of the three other kelps tested to ensure primer specificity (Saccharina latissima, 
Costaria costata, Nereocystis luetkeana).   
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A.3.3 Discussion 

The objective of this experiment was to identify the relationship between age of 

urchin barrens and the presence of potentially dormant Neoagarum gametophyte seed 

banks. Though I was able to successfully amplify kelp DNA from DNA extracted from 

scrubbies, I was not able to detect Neoagarum DNA in scrubbies. Intertidal studies 

using an identical method had issues amplifying the target DNA due to contamination 

(Longtin, 2014). Contamination may have occurred in early trials, leading to a positive 

result when scrubby DNA was amplified using kelp-specific primers. However, it seems 

that a refinement of subtidal collection methods is the main cause of failure to amplify 

any Neoagarum, even for samples collected from substrate at healthy kelp beds where 

it is reasonable to expect Neoagarum gametophytes to be present. With improved 

methods to collecting gametophytes in the subtidal, the use of the Neoagarum-specific 

primers designed for this study should allow conclusive identification of the target 

species, if present. Furthermore, had I been able to identify Neogarum DNA I would 

have needed to confirm that the amplified DNA was gametophytes and not detrital kelp 

tissue. To do this I would have extracted DNA from sediment samples collected at each 

study reef to determine if a Neoagarum signal was present in the sediment, an 

indication of detrital kelp. If not present this would have allowed me to conclude that 

Neoagarum signal detection from scrubbies was most likely due to gametophytes and 

not detrital kelp. 
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A.4 Conclusion 

 This study should stand as a cautionary note for future work examining 

microscopic gametophytes in a subtidal field setting. To increase the likelihood of 

success of settlement plates used in experiment 1, it would be best to increase the 

number of trials (>5) over multiple years and seasons, thus reducing the impact of 

failure due to unpredictable field conditions. Furthermore, a study testing the 

effectiveness of different scrubby materials at collecting kelp DNA should would address 

concerns over collection methods utilized in the second experiment. With the 

development of an effective gametophyte collection method, it should be possible to 

determine the length of time that Neoagarum gametophytes can remain dormant on 

urchin barren reefs.    


